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Assembly of CdS nanorods (8 × 100 nm) into vertically aligned 
arrays over very large areas on a substrate either as a monolyaer 
or severaly multilayers is shown by electrophoresis. 
 10 
Colloidal synthesis of semiconductor nanorods 1-3 and their 
subsequent organisation 4-11 into vertically aligned and close 
packed monolayers has attracted significant research interest. 
In such assemblies, the inherent shape and length dependent 
properties of discrete nanorods such as linear polarized 15 
emission and total photon absorption can be collectively 
harnessed for scaleable application as light emitting diodes 12 
or low-cost nanorod based solar cells.13, 14 The vertical 
stacking was initially obtained only by the influence of an 
electric field on the nanorod dipole during solvent 20 
evaporation. 10, 11 Subsequent work with lower aspect ratio 
rods has shown that vertically aligned and close packed 
assembly can also occur in the absence of electric fields 4-9 by 
evaporation control at the solid/liquid or liquid/air interfaces. 
All studies have shown the importance of several mutually 25 
dependent parameters such as rod monodispersity, capping 
ligand interaction and intermolecular forces on vertical 
alignment. 15, 16 In addition, such alignment only occurs when 
the rod concentration in solution is low restricting the 
assemblies to micrometer sized patches covering less than 5% 30 
of the surface. Our investigations of CdS nanorod assembly 
using both the electric field assisted 11 and the HOPG directed 
route4 showed that organisation of close packed 
perpendicularly aligned monolayers on a substrate is random 
with individual assemblies containing as few as 10 up to 35 
20,000 nanorods (2 μm2) (Supporting Information SI1).  In 
effect, the solution is essentially a liquid with dissolved solids 
and the receding solvent line randomly pins and accumulates 
rods at successive points on the surface. 17-18 The rate of 
evaporation and the extent of pinning determines the assembly 40 
size. As no accumulation occurs between the pin points the 
space between the rod assemblies is typically completely 
absent of particles (SI2).17-21 The upscaling of vertically 
aligned nanorod monolayer coverage from random micron 
sized areas to complete surface coverage is thus restricted in 45 
solvent evaporation mediated assembly.  
Organisation of nanocrystals at an interface from organic 
solvents with no evaporation is possible using electrophoresis. 
Essentially, the influence of an electric field on a charged 
particle in solution causes electromigration towards and 50 
deposition at the oppositely biased electrode. Herman has 
successfully used this approach to assemble 0D 
semiconductor nanocrystals into densely packed coatings 22  
whereas more recently we have used electrophoresis to 
selectively assemble gold nanocrystals into lithographic 55 
channels with close packed order. 23 In this paper we  direct 
the assembly of 1D nanorods into vertically aligned and close 
packed assemblies that completely cover centimetre sized 
substrates. The deposition occurs layer by layer, in a time 
controlled process, and is independent of rod aspect ratio. 60 
The set-up is shown in Figure 1a where parallel gold coated 
copper electrodes are completely immersed in a dilute 
solution of alkylphosphonic capped nanorods in toluene. The 
ligand capped nanorods are negatively charged and migrate 
only to the positive electrode under a DC electric field of 200 65 
V forming a conformal deposit. No deposition occurred on the 
negative electrode [SI3 and SI4]. A substrate consisting of an 
indium-tin oxide (ITO) square (1 cm × 1 cm) centred on a 
glass substrate (2 cm × 2 cm) (Fig.1b) was subsequently 
clamped to the positive electrode and after 5 minutes 70 
deposition a smooth conformal yellow deposit was obtained. 
Coating only occurred only  the conducting ITO area with no 
CdS nanorod deposition on the insulating glass boundary 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of set-up for CdS nanorod assembly by 75 
electrophoresis from toluene. The substrate (ITO on glass; silicon 
wafer; TEM grid) is clamped to the positve electrode under a dc field 
of 200 V (300-900 s) (b) Photographs of ITO layer on glass (10 mm × 
10 mm) before and after CdS rod deposition. (c) TEM image of 
vertically aligned CdS nanorods deposited on a carbon coated copper 80 
grid by electrophoresis. (d) A cross sectional HRSEM image obtained 
by cleaving the silicon wafer of the aligned nanorod array (8 nm × 
100 nm) on Si/SiO2 layer (scale bar = 100 nm). 
 
The process was subsequently extended to coating a TEM 85 
grid) In transmission mode, the honeycomb framework of 
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close packed rods interspersed with surfactant is clearly 
visible. Closer inspection reveals the hexagonal faceted shape 
of the individual wurtzite rods in the superlattice when viewed 
along the [001] direction. Deposition on a p-type silicon wafer 
was further succesful. The cross-section of the silicon wafer 5 
die (Figure 1d) clearly shows the silicon substrate, SiO2 (30 
nm) and the nanorod deposit (100 nm). Remarkably, the 
nanorods assemble into an ordered and close packed 
monolayer coating the entire surface where each nanorod is 
vertically aligned with respect to the silicon wafer. The 10 
capping ligands on the nanorods function both as an organic 
binder and uniform interparticle spacer (3 nm). 
Monodispersity in length of the initial rods allows a uniform 
thickness to be defined in the deposited monolayer. The 
deposition process is independent of the rod aspect ratio a 15 
significant factor in previous approaches influencing 
preference for perpendicular or parallel assembly This 
solution phase assembly reproducibly forms perpendicular 
aligned arrays with only small off axial orientation (~10%) 
observable in some regions. Tensile stress at the 20 
substrate/deposit interface can result in crack propagations 
after the film is removed from solution and dried 20, 24  
however this is significantly reduced when the long chain 
surfactants are exchanged for pyridine (SI5 and SI6).  
The expected mechanism for vertically aligned nanorod 25 
deposition is related both to the inherent overall nanorod 
charge and its constituent dipole moment from its non-
centrosymmetric wurtzite lattice. 25 The charge on the CdS 
nanorod was found to be -51.48 ± 1.44 mV (mobility = -0.12 
± 0.01 cm2s-1V-1) by zeta potential measurements.  The overall 30 
charge will cause the particle to migrate in solution to the 
oppositely biased electrode whereas the dipole moment 
ensures that orientation of the nanorod is parallel to the field 
lines and hence perpendicular to the substrate on deposition. 
We ruled out the possibility of dielectrophoresis as a 35 
deposition mechanism by altering the electrode configuration 
to have a non-uniform electric field and sequentially counter 
biasing the electrodes (SI4). The continued deposition only to 
the oppositely biased electrode confirmed electrophoresis.  
Inter-particle repulsion between like charged particles while 40 
depositing is expected to be instrumental in the resultant 
close-packing of the nanorods as it allows particles to find 
their preferred location in the growing assembly where the 
potential well of repulsive and attractive forces to 
neighbouring rods is at a minimum. [23]  45 
 Further monolayer HRSEM images from different samples 
Fig. 2a and SI7 highlight the reproducibility of this technique 
where in all cases the side to side packing of the nanorods is 
resolute across the layer allowing the highest possible density 
of packing to be achieved. Figure 2b shows a HRTEM image 50 
of a lift out sample randomly extracted using focussed ion 
beam milling of a CdS nanorod monolayer deposited on an 
Au/TaN/Si substrate. The vertical alignment of the rods is 
evident and occurs regardless of substrate layer. After 
completion of monolayer coverage subsequent nanorods were 55 
found to deposit layer by layer. HRSEM images Fig. 2c-f 
clearly shows multilayer assembly where two or three highly 
ordered layers was obtainable by controlling the deposition 
time. The second depositing layer retains close packing and 
perpendicular order with the (100 nm × 10 nm) CdS nanorods. 60 
Depending on the concentration of excess surfactant in 
solution, the subsequent layer can deposit directly onto the 
underlying layer with a negligible gap between the layers as in 
Fig. 2c or deposit on-top of a 40-60 nm surfactant interlayer 
as in Fig. 2d.   Up to 3 multilayers labeled a, b and c were 65 
deposited when the voltage was applied across the solution for 




Fig. 2 (a) HRSEM image of CdS nanorod monolayer on Si/SiO2, after 
300 seconds deposition (b) TEM image of FIB lift out sample of CdS 
monolayer on Au/TaN/Si substrate (300 seconds). (c-d) HRSEM images 
of bilayers formed after 600 s deposition. (e-f) HRSEM image of 
multilayer formation on Si/SiO2 after 900 seconds deposition. 75 
 
 Ohmic indium contacts were placed on perpendicularly 
aligned nanorod assemblies (2 mm wide × 3 mm long) on 
Si/SiO2 to evaluate the electrical characteristics. In the 
presence of excess ODPA ligands, the vertical nanorod 80 
assembly showed little or negligible conductivity due to the 
insulating inter-rod barrier to electron transport. To remove 
the ligands, the nanorod solution was subjected to a pyridine 
reflux prior to electric field mediated deposition. A detailed 
study of the reflux process showed a propensity for rod 85 
elongation through ostwald ripening which had a detrimental 
affect on the attainment of vertical orientation. An optimised 
pyridine reflux was determined which resulted in an average 
inter-nanorod spacing of ~ 1.0 nm and ~75% perpendicular 
alignment. The I-V curves after ligand removal exhibited 90 
leaky Schottky behaviour expected of CdS semiconductor 
with a typical conductance of ~130 S (  in Fig.3a). The 
increase in conductivity, ~450 S, (  in Fig.3a) due to the 
pyridine wash shows that the aliphatic ODPA and TOPO are 
replaced by aromatic pyridine 26 which is supported by 95 
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detailed FTIR data (SI8). Replacing a single indium contact 
with a silver contact created a Schottky junction from which 
the I-V curve, (Fig.3b) is characteristic of a typical Schottky 
diode. Repeated capacitance-voltage data was acquired at 150 
Hz. The data was analyzed in the framework of the Mott-5 
Schottky model 27 to elucidate the carrier type and density of 
the CdS nanorods. The data shows n-type CdS with intrinsic 
doping density, ND > 10
17 cm-3  (SI9) which is comparable 
with the literature 28-31 and implies the higher carrier mobility 
in pyridine washed assemblies. 10 
 
Fig. 3. (a) I-V curves showing leaky Schottky behaviour from the ohmic 
contact configurations of indium/ vertical aligned CdS nanorods/indium 
(inset schematic). (d) I-V characteristics of a Schottky diode with 
configurations: silver/pyridine washed CdS nanorod assembly/indium 15 
(inset schematic) showing typical Schottky diode characteristics. 
 
In conclusion, the results presented here show the capability 
of controlled electrophoresis as a reproducible method to coat 
large surface areas with either a single monolayer or 20 
multilayers of vertically aligned and close packed nanorods. 
The scale of organisation (cm2) is readily amenable to 
practical application where the unique rod orientation and 
density of aggregation is desirable. The vertical orientation is 
independent of rod aspect ratio which is attractive where 25 
higher aspect ratios are desired to maximise length dependent 
properties for example a minimum thickness of ~100-150 nm 
is required for nanorod based solar cells to ensure total 
absorption of incident light. 32,33 This method is not limited to 
II-VI materials and will be generally applicable to any 30 
elemental nanorod that can be produced in high yields with 
monodispersity in length and diameter. In addition to being a 
low-cost and solution processable route to vertically aligned 
nanorod layers, the assembly technique is extremely versatile 
allowing deposition on any substrate that can either be bound 35 
to or act as an electrode. Such bulk processable films defined 
by the position and orientation of each rod at the nanoscale 
provide a critical link between the demonstrable properties of 
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